
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 8 – MRS NORTH    
Time: 50 minutes. 
Learning Objective: I can read and understand what has happened. I can create a wanted poster. 
 

Task 1: READ THE SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 10: THE SPELL BEGINS TO BREAK  

While Edmund makes his way to the home of the White Witch, Mrs. Beaver fusses about, preparing bundles of 
food for the children to take with them on their journey to the Stone Table. The children and Mr. Beaver worry 
about the time, but soon enough they take their supplies and begin walking through the snow. Though they are 
initially struck by the beauty of the scenery, the group is soon exhausted. 
After some time, the group stops in a nice, dry cave. Mr. Beaver calls it "an old hiding-place for beavers in bad 
times" and "a great secret." Lucy thinks to herself that it is not nearly as nice a cave as Mr. Tumnus's. Mrs. 
Beaver passes around a flask, and, warmed, they all fall fast asleep. 
After what feels like minutes, but has actually been hours, Lucy suddenly awakens, feeling stiff and tired, and 
hears the sound of jingling bells. Mr. Beaver runs outside to see who it is, and is gone for five minutes. They all 
begin to worry, but Mr. Beaver comes back and calls for everybody to come out and see. They rush outside to 
find a sledge pulled by brown reindeer, guided by a man with a bright-red robe and a great white beard. The 
children feel "very glad, but also solemn." Father Christmas is even famous in their own world. As Mr. Beaver 
has told the children and Mr. Tumnus has told Lucy, the White Witch has cast a spell so that it is always winter in 
Narnia, but never Christmas. The arrival of Father Christmas therefore signals that the White Witch's magic is 
weakening. 
Father Christmas offers gifts to each member of the assembled party. He tells Mrs. Beaver that she will find a 
new sewing machine upon her return home, and tells Mr. Beaver that his dam will be finished, with all of the 
leaks stopped up and a new gate installed. He then turns to the children and offers them presents, stating that 
"they are tools not toys." To Peter, he gives a sword and shield. He presents Susan with a bow and a quiver of 
arrows, along with an ivory horn that he says she should blow if she is ever in need of help. To Lucy, he gives a 
small bottle filled with the juice of the fire-flowers that grow on the mountains of the sun. He tells her that if 
anyone is ever hurt, a few drops of the juice will restore them to health. He also gives her a dagger, but tells her 
that women shouldn't fight. He then presents the party with a large tea-tray, and continues on his way. As Mrs. 
Beaver prepares the tea and calls them all together for breakfast, Mr. Beaver tells them that it will soon be time 
to move on. 
 

Task 2: QUICK QUESTIONS 

1. Who did they meet after they left the Beaver’s house? 
2. What gifts were the children given? 
3. Why does Father Christmas say the gifts are “tolls, not toys”? 

 

Task 3: WANTED POSTER 
You are the White Witch and you are desperate to track down any Daughters of Eve or Sons of Adam. 
Complete a wanted poster to spread the word across Narnia!  
Don’t forget to include this information: Who are they? Describe them. Why do you want them to be 
caught and handed over to you? What should anyone do if they see them? Will you give a reward for 
their capture or will you punish those who don’t turn them in?! Remember to add a picture! Below are 
some words and outline to help you.  

 Daughter  Son  Eve  Adam  human  children  

capture  punished  reward  Narnia  Queen  report  

immediately  betray  statue  stone  white  snow 
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Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). Don’t forget to SAVE it with your 
name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
Thank you 
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